The values of nuclear electric quadrupole moment are different by about 7% for 87 . In this work, we reported a new value, Q( 87 Sr) = 328(4) mb, making use of our calculated electric field gradients produced by electrons at nucleus in combination with experimental values for hyperfine structures of the 5s5p 3 P 1,2 states of the neutral Sr atom. In the framework of the multi-configuration Dirac-Hartree-Fock theory, the electron correlations were taken into account systematically so as to control the uncertainties of the electric field gradient at about 1% level.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear electric quadrupole moment Q is an important parameter as it, together with the nuclear magnetic dipole moment µ I , can determine hyperfine structures in atoms and test nuclear models. In addition, the quadrupole moment is a unique and excellent tool to study nuclear deformation and shape coexistence [1, 2] , especially for exotic nuclei in the vicinity of the proton and the neutron drip lines [3] .
The neutron-rich strontium isotopes are particularly good examples as their nuclei exhibit extremely deformed and spherical configurations for different isotopes [4, 5] . This coexistence is connected with a rapid transition from spherical to deformed shapes, which is difficult to explain in the unified description of shape coexistence [6] . The electric quadrupole moments Q of the strontium isotopes are significant parameters for understanding these phenomena.
Recently, the nuclear quadrupole moments of the neutron-rich 96,98 Sr isotopes were measured by safe Coulomb excitation of radioactive beams at REX-ISOLDE, confirming the shape coexistence for the first time [6] . For the 77,79,83,85,89,91,93,99 Sr isotopes, the nuclear electric quadrupole moments were obtained from the ratio of the electric quadrupole hyperfine interaction constants B, A Q/ 87 Q = A B/ 87 B, by using the quadrupole moment of 87 Sr as a reference [4, 7] . However, there exist several values of electric quadrupole moment of the stable 87 Sr nucleus, and the largest differences among them are about 18% [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . These discrepancies arise mainly from calculations on the electric field gradients (EFGs) produced by electrons at the nucleus, since the error bars of measured hyperfine interaction constants B are much less than 18%. Therefore, it is worthwhile and essential to reevaluate the EFG values.
Main difficulty in determination of the EFGs with high accuracy results from complicated electron correlations in the atomic system. In this work, we calculated the EFGs of the 5s5p 1,3 P 1 and 3 P 2 states of the neutral Sr atom by using the multi-configuration Dirac-Hartree-Fock (MCDHF) method. The electron correlation effects on the EFGs were investigated in detail. In order to estimate the uncertainties of the EFGs, we also calculated the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants A for these three states, since in general the A values are more sensitive to the electron correlation effects. Combined our calculated EFGs with measured electric quadrupole hyperfine interaction constants available, a new nuclear quadrupole moment of 87 Sr was given with an uncertainty of 1%.
II. THEORY
In the framework of the MCDHF method [13, 14] , an atomic state function (ASF) Ψ(ΓP JM J ) is a linear combination of configuration state functions (CSFs) Φ j (γ j P JM J )
with the same parity P , total angular momentum J, and its component along z direction
Here, c j represents the mixing coefficient corresponding to the j th configuration state function, and γ stands for the other quantum numbers which can define the atomic state uniquely.
The configuration state functions Φ j (γ j P JM J ) are built from sums of products of oneelectron Dirac orbitals
where P (r) and Q(r) are the radial functions and χ κm (θ, ϕ) are two-component spherical spinors. The mixing coefficients c j and the radial functions are optimized simultaneously in the self-consistent field (SCF) procedure. The Breit interaction and the quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections can be included in the relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) computation, in which only mixing coefficients are varied.
Hyperfine structures of atomic energy levels are caused by the interaction between the electrons and the electromagnetic multipole moments of the nucleus. The corresponding Hamiltonian can be expressed as a multipole expansion
where T (k) and M (k) are spherical tensor operators of rank k in the electronic and nuclear space, respectively. The k = 1 term represents the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction, and the k = 2 the electric quadrupole hyperfine interaction. The higher-order, for instance, the nuclear magnetic octupole hyperfine interactions are negligible [15, 16] . Furthermore, the magnetic dipole and the electric quadrupole hyperfine interaction constants (A and B)
are defined by
and
µ I and Q in the equations above are the nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments, respectively. The electronic tensor operators T (1) and T (2) are given by
where i is the imaginary unit, r j is the radial coordinate of the j th electron, l is the orbital angular momentum operator, C (k) is a spherical tensor of rank k, α is the fine structure constant and α j is the Dirac matrix. The summation is made over N electrons in the atom.
According to Eq. (5), the nuclear electric quadrupole moment Q (in mb) can be extracted from the B constant through [17, 18] 
where B is in the unit of MHz and EFG (in a.u.), the electric field gradient produced by electrons at nucleus, is defined as
III. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
In this work we adopted the active space approach to capture electron correlations [19, 20] .
According to the perturbation theory, electron correlations can be divided into the first-and higher-order correlations [21, 22] . The corresponding configuration space was generated by single (S) and double (D) excitations from the occupied orbitals in the reference configuration(s) to a set of unoccupied orbitals. At the beginning, the single reference (SR) configuration was used to consider the first-order electron correlation which is composed of the correlation between valence electrons (VV correlation), the correlation between valence and core electrons (CV correlation) and the correlation between core electrons (CC correlation). Afterwards, the dominant CSFs in the first-order correlation function were selected to form the multi-reference (MR) configuration set. The CSFs generated by SD excitations from the MR configuration set can account for the main higher-order electron correlations.
Our calculation was started in the Dirac-Hartree-Fock (DHF) approximation, in which the occupied orbitals in the reference configuration 1s 2 2s 2 2p 6 3s 2 3p 6 3d 10 4s 2 4p 6 5s5p, also called spectroscopic orbitals, were optimized. Electrons in the outermost 5s and 5p orbitals in the reference configuration were treated as the valence electrons and the others the core.
The VV correlation was considered in the SCF procedure through the configuration space expanded by SD-excitation CSFs from the 5s5p valence shells. As presented in Table I , the unoccupied orbitals were augmented layer by layer to make convergence of parameters under investigation, and only the added orbitals were variable each time for making the average energy of the 5s5p configuration minimum. To raise computational efficiency, the CSFs which do not interact with the reference configurations were removed [21, 23] .
Subsequently, we took into account the CV correlations between electrons in the core and the valence electrons. The configuration state functions generated by restricted SD excitations from the single reference configuration were added to the VV computation model.
The restricted SD excitations mean that at most one occupied electron in the core sub-shell can be substituted to the partially occupied or the unoccupied orbitals. The expansion of the configuration space and the optimization of the unoccupied orbitals were in the same way as that used in the VV computational model. Additionally, in order to analyse which core electrons strongly interact with the valence electrons, we opened up the subshell in the core one by one down to n = 3. Each step was labeled with C nl V in Table I where nl represents the latest opened core subshell. The orbital set obtained in the C 3s V model was used for the subsequent RCI calculation.
The CV correlations between the electrons in the n = 1, 2 core shells and the valence electrons were estimated in the RCI computations, which were labeled with C 2p V, C 2s V and C 1s V, respectively. Furthermore, the CC electron correlation related to the n = 4
shell was included as well in the RCI calculation. In this step, the CSFs were generated by substituting one or two orbitals from the n = 4 core shell to the first five layers of the unoccupied orbitals. This computational model was marked as CC4-5 in Table I .
The MR-SD model was applied to estimate the higher-order electron correlation effects among the n = 4, 5 shells on atomic parameters concerned. As mentioned earlier, the multireference configurations set was formed by selecting the dominant CSFs in the CC4-5 model,
i.e. those CSFs with mixing coefficients c j larger than 0.04. Therefore, the {4s 2 4p 6 4d5p; 4s 2 4p 6 5s6p; 4s 2 4p 6 5p6s; 4s 2 4p 6 4d6p} configurations were added to the SR configuration set.
The SD excitations were allowed from the MR configurations to the first five layers of the unoccupied orbitals, which was marked as MR-5. This calculation was performed with the RCI method. Finally, the Breit interaction and QED corrections were evaluated.
It should be noted that in different stages of our calculations part of/all of orbitals were fixed. As a result, more unoccupied orbitals were required and higher-order correlations should be taken into account to achieve expected accuracy for physical quantities under investigation. This method sacrifices computational efficiency to a large extent. In order to deal with this issue, nonorthogonal orbital basis based on the pair-correlation functions (PCFs), accounting for different types of correlation effects, would be a potential excellent approach in the near future [24] [25] [26] For convenience, the reference configuration(s) and the numbers of configuration state functions (NCSF) for states belonging to the 5s5p configuration in the different computational models are presented in Table I . In practice, the GRASP2K package [27] was employed to perform calculations.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. CV Correlations from different core orbitals
As described above, we constructed several computational models to explore contributions from the different electron pairs to magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants A and EFGs of 3 P 1 , 3 P 2 and 1 P 1 states. The results are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 . The influence of the CV correlation between the 4p core and the valence electrons on the A constants and the EFGs, for example, was given by the difference in results between the C 4p V model and the VV model. From Fig. 1 , it is clear that the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants A of 3 P 1 and 3 P 2 states are sensitive to the CV correlations, especially to the outermost core shell. Moreover, the contributions from the orbitals with s and d angular symmetrys are significant to the A constant. For the EFGs, it was found in Fig. 2 that the CV correlation effects related to the 4p orbital are more important than others. In addition, the orbitals with p and d angular symmetrys play key roles for the EFGs. We should also emphasized that the CV correlations between electrons in the n = 1, 2 core and the valence shells cannot be neglected for achieving high precision, although their contributions are quite small.
In order to check convergence of the parameters under investigation, we present in Fig. 3 variations of the calculated A constants and EFGs in C 3 V model as functions of layers of 
B. Uncertainty estimation for A constants
In Table II we display the calculated magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants A for 1 P 1 , 3 P 1 and 3 P 2 states in different computational models. Similar to extraction of the CV contribution, the effects of the CC correlation and the higher-order correlation on constants A were given by the difference in results between the CC4-5 and the C 1s V models and between the MR-5 and the CC4-5 models, respectively. It can be seen that the CC correlation among electrons in the n = 4 core shell changes the A constants by a factor of two for 1 P 1 , 14% for 3 P 1 and 11% for 3 P 2 states. On the other hand, the higher-order correlation makes contributions of 63%, 3% and 1% for 1 P 1 , 3 P 1 and 3 P 2 states to these constants, respectively. It should be stressed that the effect of the CC correlation on the A constants is opposite to the higher-order correlation effect, and thus they offset to each other partly. The similar observation was also presented in Ref. [28] for the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constant A of the ground state for Au I and in Ref. [29] for the A constants of 3s3p 3,1 P 1 states for the Al + ion. Therefore, it is essential to take into account both of them for evaluating the uncertainties of calculations. In addition, the influence of the Breit interaction and the QED corrections are about 4%, 0.21% and 0.33% on the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants of these three states, respectively.
Previous theoretical and experimental results of the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants A are shown in Table II our results for the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants of the 3 P 1 and the 3 P 2 states agree well with those by Porsev et al. [31] based on similar CI+MBPT method to Beloy's. For the 1 P 1 state, there is a relatively large difference between our calculation and measurements, due to its quite small value of the A constant. Later on, we excluded this state to avoid lose of accuracy.
In order to evaluate the uncertainty of the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants, we illustrate in Fig. 4 the absolute value of the differences, |A M od. − A Exp. |, between our calculated (A M od. ) in a computational model and experimental (A Exp. ) values for the (25) Therefore, the uncertainties of A constants for the 3 P 1 and the 3 P 2 states should be around 1.2% and 0.04%, respectively.
C. Electric field gradient of 1 P 1 , 3 P 1 and 3 P 2 states
In Table III , our calculated EFGs of the 1 P 1 , 3 P 1 and 3 P 2 states for 87 Sr are presented.
We also found the offset between the CC and the higher-order correlation effects for the EFGs, similar to that in the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants. As mentioned above, the 1 P 1 states was excluded. The uncertainties of the calculated EFGs for the 3 P 1 and the 3 P 2 states can be evaluated based on estimation of accuracy for the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction constants A, since they both have similar r −3 dependence on the radial part of the electronic wave function [35, 36] , that is,
Therefore, the uncertainties of EFGs for these two states are about 1.2% and 0.04%, respectively. The MCDHF method was employed to determine the expectation values of EFGs for the 5s5p 3 P 1,2 states of the neutral Sr atom. The electron correlation effects on the EFGs, especially for the correlations related to the core shells and higher-order electron correlations, were considered systematically. We found that the contribution from the CC and the higher-order electron correlations to the EFGs are remarkable. In addition, these two effects make opposite contributions to the EFGs, and thus offset to each other partly. Therefore, it is essential to take into account both of them for evaluating the uncertainties of calculations.
Combining our calculated EFG values with measured electric quadrupole hyperfine interaction constants B of these two states, we determined the nuclear electric quadrupole moment of 87 Sr, Q = 328(4) mb. Our result was obtained based on the neutral atomic system rather than the Sr + ion, and the uncertainty of the present calculation on the EFGs was controlled at 1% level. We would recommend the present Q value as a reference for 87 Sr.
In order to verify our result, one can extract the nuclear electric quadrupole moment of 
